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Inside the Group: Investigating Social Structures in

Player Groups and Their Influence on Activity
Michael Schiller, Günter Wallner, Christopher Schinnerl, Alexander Monte Calvo, Johanna Pirker, Rafet Sifa

and Anders Drachen

Abstract—Social features, matchmaking, and grouping func-
tions are key elements of online multi-player experiences. Under-
standing how social connections form in and around games and
their relationship to in-game activity offers insights for building
and maintaining player bases and for improving engagement and
retention. This paper presents an analysis of the groups formed
by users of the the100.io – a social matchmaking website for
different commercial titles, including Destiny on which we focus in
this paper. Groups formed on the100.io can be described across a
range of social network related metrics. Also, the social network
formed within a group is evaluated in combination with user-
provided demographic and preference data. Archetypal analysis
is used to classify groups into archetypes and a correlation
analysis is presented covering the effect of group characteristics
on in-game-activity. Finally, weekly activity profiles are described.
Our results indicate that group size as well as the number of
moderators within a group and their connectedness to other
team members influences a group’s activity. We also identified
four prototypical types of groups with different characteristics
concerning composition, social cohesion, and activity.

Index Terms—Social Networks, Matchmaking, Game Analyt-
ics, Destiny.

I. INTRODUCTION

Social relationships formed within and through online multi-

player games influence the engagement and user experience of

players [1], [2]. Moreover, social relationships in games are

essential drivers of retention and monetization in games [3],

[4]. The facilitation and management of player communities

and the connections between players is an important part of

maintaining a healthy player base for a game and is vital for

the survival of online multi-player games, which rely on a

persistent presence [3], [4], [5], [6]. Building an understanding

of how social connections are formed across such platforms

– whether they are provided as part of a game or game

distribution network or have grown around a game – and

how connections can foster engagement, retention, or promote

particular behaviors (e.g., to reduce toxicity among community

members [7]), can thus offer actionable insights for companies

to achieve this goal.

The importance of social connections in games means that

massively multiplayer online (MMO) games – irrespective of

hardware platform – routinely provide dedicated matchmaking

or group-generation features in order to make it as easy as

possible for players to find similarly skilled teammates, solve
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group quests, participate in raids, find opponents, a clan, or

guild to join, etc. However, while many games such as World

of Warcraft or Starcraft support the in-game formation of

friendships, guilds, or groups [8], not all games (including

Destiny) include features to build in-game communities. This

has created an opportunity for external solutions such as

online player-grouping websites and matchmaking services

of various kinds. They actively seek to assist players in

finding like-minded people to play with and thus in building

and maintaining long-term social relationships in and around

games.

Social networks of grouping or matchmaking features, third-

party services, or similar can be analyzed through the adoption

of social network analysis (SNA) techniques combined with

machine learning of contextual data such as demographic,

self-report, and behavioral telemetry (e.g., [4], [6], [9], [10],

[11], [12], [13]). SNA can hence be used as a foundation for

investigating player interactions and relationships. In practice,

however, SNA in games is an underexplored topic across net-

work analysis and games user research [11]. Furthermore, the

combination of social network data and contextual data is even

rarer, Rattinger et al. [4] forming a notable exception. There is,

thus, a general gap in existing work regarding the knowledge

about how network behavior in games relates to the behaviors

of a player or the group the player is part of, the psychological

aspects of the player (e.g., motivation, preference, personality),

or the in-game behavior of the player [6]. In addition, work

so far has focused on groups formed within a game itself

(e.g., [14], [15], [16], [17]) and not on groups formed on

external looking-for-group facilities.

In this paper, the focus is on taking a step toward addressing

the current situation by combining the social network with

self-report information from the social matchmaking service

the100.io across tens of thousands of players of the game

Destiny [18] – a hybrid online first-person shooter and multi-

player/massively multi-player game. The work presented here

extends previous efforts by not only considering a player-

established community but also by integrating demographic

and preference data.

We present a series of analyses targeting the problem

of characterizing player groups and developing metrics to

describe them, and investigate correlations between group

characteristics and their activity level in Destiny. Specifically,

we present a correlation analysis aiming at identifying the

effect of group characteristics on group activity. Results show

that the number of moderators, their connectedness, and the

group size correlate with group activity. Categories of player

groups developed via archetypal analysis [19], [20], [21]
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across a series of group features show the presence of four

types of player groups with varying degrees of social cohe-

sion, moderator activity, activity levels, character level, etc.

Group activity is also presented as a function of weekdays to

investigate when the100.io players schedule activities, across

groups comprised of casual or serious players.

The metrics used to generate these results are based on

factors and behaviors that are common across a wide range

of online games and can thus likely be transferred to social

behavior analysis in other titles as well. The archetypes

presented provide a means for distinguishing different types

of groups in games communities and thus give community

managers and game designers concise information to act on

to facilitate their needs.

II. RELATED WORK

Analyzing and understanding social interactions and con-

nections between players in online multiplayer games is cru-

cial for obtaining a deeper understanding of in-game behavior,

player experience, and player retention [4]. Thus, it is impor-

tant to understand how these games function as entertainment

communities and social platforms and how groups within and

outside games are formed and structured.

In the following, we discuss related work in the fields of:

(1) groups and communities in games, (2) social networks

analysis in games, and (3) behavioral profiles and archetypes

in games.

A. Groups and Communities in Games

Collaboration and competition have always been crucial

elements of gaming and playing. Players always tended to

form interest groups, with play communities existing long be-

fore modern multi-player online games [22]. Identification and

analysis of such groups, social aspects, communicative strate-

gies, and different interaction forms are relevant strategies to

improve game design and to gain insights into social and

communicative behaviors. Thus, understanding social behav-

ior, groups, and communities in large-scale and popular multi-

player online titles is an essential step toward an improved

understanding of player behavior. For example, Manninen [23]

investigates interaction forms and communicative actions in

multiplayer games and illustrates a social theory framework of

interaction forms as a tool for designing and analyzing games.

Ducheneaut et al. [24] investigate and discuss social dy-

namics and social experiences in the large-scale gaming com-

munity of World of Warcraft and show that in-world grouping

(e.g., through joint quests) is less important socially compared

to player associations such as guilds. Guilds, player groups,

and player communities, however, have a significant impact

on player patterns. Ducheneaut et al. [15] explored structural

properties of guilds which may contribute to the success or

failure of the guild. The social network is approximated by

relying on the locations of characters in the game world. Thu-

rau and Bauckhage [25] performed a categorization of different

guilds of players in World of Warcraft using matrix factoriza-

tion in order to analyze the development of guilds over time.

Poor [17], also focusing on World of Warcraft, studied the

relationship between guild membership and character leveling,

finding that guild membership does not significantly support

leveling. Mason and Clauset [14] combined data on ad-hoc

teams formed in Halo: Reach with survey data to investigate

the influence of friendships on collaborative and competitive

performance. In comparison to our work, players had to select

their friends from a list compiled based on their game history

while in our case this information was directly accessible. Goh

and Wasko [26] used a mixed-methods approach, including

affiliation networks, to identify characteristics of potential

guild leaders. Chen et al. [16] looked into guild dynamics,

focusing on guild-joining behavior, guild participation, and

movement between guilds. Contrary to all these works which

concentrate on in-game groups we are focusing on an external

service aimed at facilitating play in the first place.

Unfortunately, identifying and analyzing meaningful in-

game groups and communities often poses a challenge as

the social network cannot be readily deduced as explicit

information about connections is not available or accessible.

However, implicit social connects as formed, for instance,

through player matches have shown to be an important aspect

for player engagement and player performance [4] and can be

used to recommend teams and match-partners [27].

B. Social Network Analysis

Social Network Analysis (SNA) has been shown to be

a valuable method to analyze social communities formed

within traditional organizations [28] or in modern online

platforms such as Facebook or Twitter [29]. It has become

a significant tool in fields such as sociology, information

science, political science, economics, or organizational studies

(e.g., [30], [31]). However, its application for investigating

gaming communities is comparatively new. As a consequence

there are still relatively few studies that use SNA to analyze

player behavior and structures. However, existing work so

far has shown the potential of this graph-based approach

for investigating social structures, match-partner recommender

systems [27], and for identifying potential cheaters [32]. While

most authors explored networks formed through friendships or

groups, only a few looked at indirect connections, for example,

formed through in-game behavior (e.g., [33]). Moreover, the

state-of-the-art focuses on typical social network metrics to

investigate social gameplay and does not include behavioral

features or preference data. Recently, however, Rattinger et

al. [4] explored social networks formed through matches in

the hybrid shooter Destiny and combined it with behavioral

profiles. The authors show correlations between such implicit

social structures and in-game behavior, engagement, and per-

formance.

C. Behavioral Profiling in Games

The availability of large-scale game behavioral data has led

to a tremendous amount of attention to behavioral analytics in

game development and research. The analysis of player behav-

ior has rapidly emerged to become an integrated component

of game development [6], [34], [35]. One critical challenge

in game analytics is pattern finding and the development of
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actionable models of behavior based on such patterns and any

contextual data. Behavioral profiling provides an opportunity

for condensing highly varied and high-frequency user teleme-

try into condensed, actionable profiles. These can be used

to inform design, assist matchmaking, build user prediction

models, track problems, etc., similar to the application of

profiling in areas such as web analytics [21], [36].

While a complete review of the previous work in behavioral

profiling in games is out of scope of the current paper it is

important to note that the application of behavioral profiling to

digital games is relatively new, arising with the introduction of

large-scale user behavior data through hosting of games on so-

cial media platforms and with the introduction of mobile plat-

forms [3]. One of the first publications addressing the problem

of developing actionable behavioral profiles from behavioral

telemetry in games was Drachen et al. [37] who worked with

self-organizing networks to develop profiles characterizing

player behavior in the major commercial title Tomb Raider:

Underworld. Since then a substantial amount of research

on the topic has been released, including Thawonmas and

Iizuka [38] who used multi-dimensional scaling to characterize

behavior in the game Shen Zhou Online. Evaluating the fitness

of simplex volume maximization and k-means on behavioral

data from Tera: Online and Battlefield 2, Drachen et al. [20]

noted the different strengths and weaknesses of centroid-

seeking vs. convex hull-seeking clustering models. Normoyle

and Jensen [39] introduced Bayesian Clustering to behav-

ioral profiling in games, drawing on data from Battlefield 3.

Bauckhage et al. [40] introduced spatiotemporal clustering

and developed waypoint graphs that permitted behavioral-

based partitioning of game maps. Drachen et al. [41] devel-

oped behavioral profiles for Destiny, comparing four different

cluster models. In general, cluster analysis has become the

primary machine learning tool used for profiling purposes. As

a flexible unsupervised learning method, clustering is useful

for pattern exploration and permits condensation of multi-

variate space [21]. Reviews of clustering models and their

application in digital games are provided by Bauckhage et

al. [21] and Drachen et al. [41]. Archetypal analysis (AA) [19],

[42] is repeatedly mentioned in this literature as a scalable

model for developing plainly isolated and logical profiles in

games and is therefore adopted here. An introduction to AA

is provided in Section V.

III. DESTINY AND THE100.IO

Destiny [18] is an online multiplayer shooter set in a

science fiction-themed world where players take on the role

of Guardians to defend the Earth against alien aggressors to

save mankind from extinction. Players can play as one of

three character classes which can be leveled up to unlock new

abilities and become more powerful. The game offers a wealth

of weapons, armor, and other equipment with most of these

being modifiable as well. The game blends shooter mechanics

with elements of role-playing games. The gameplay mainly

revolves around individual and small team combat. Toward

this end, Destiny offers various player vs. player and player

vs. environment game modes. Multi-player is often performed

by assembling players into fireteams which work together to

achieve a common objective or take on against each other.

However, Destiny itself does not provide any in-game

matchmaking facilities for most activities such as raids to help

players to connect with each other. In lack thereof, so-called

Looking for Group (LFG) websites emerged which assist

players in finding team mates. the100.io is a group match-

making service that helps players to find a permanent group

of like-minded people while other LFG websites focus on

temporary groups for instant matches. Users of the the100.io

need to create a profile providing different information such as

preferred platform and preferred time of the day for playing,

time zone, character level, and light level (see Section IV).

Based on the entered preferences the the100.io automatically

assigns the player to a group of similar players. However,

players can also join other groups apart from the one they get

assigned to. Groups also have different properties such as play

style, platform, typical time of day for playing, and the number

of members. Furthermore, as Destiny does not support cross-

platform play, groups are specific to a certain platform. Also,

each group can have moderators and sherpas. The latter are

players who act as guides for inexperienced players. Besides

that, the website allows players to add friends and to schedule

and sign-up for Destiny related activities. For instance, a user

can schedule a game for 9 PM CET and allow other members

to sign up for it.

IV. DATA COLLECTION AND PREPROCESSING

Information about users, groups, and games are listed within

pages on the the100.io and was collected through a Python

script as of December 16, 2016. The collected data set contains

information about 218,214 players registered on the100.io

that scheduled a total of 637,823 unique games and form

2,468 groups. Since the100.io allows for scheduling games

for different video games, groups that did not report playing

Destiny, games scheduled for games other than Destiny1, and

games that had no group information attached were removed.

Groups composed of fewer than three players and groups

with missing activity score information were excluded as well.

Furthermore, user data was checked for invalid and missing

values in the self-reported variables such as character level and

light level and these users were not taken into consideration

for further analyses.

After cleaning the data 586 groups remained of which 196

groups were designated as serious and the remaining 390 as

casual groups (see below). In terms of platform, 252 groups are

dedicated to PS4, 42 to PS3, 216 groups are playing on Xbox

One, 42 on Xbox 360, and the remaining 34 are PC groups.

Visual inspection of the variables of interest did not indicate

any remarkable differences among the different platforms for

which reason we did not distinguish among platforms for this

first investigation. In total 26,317 players distribute across

these groups, having played a total of 1,493,599 games at

the time of data collection. While the100.io requires that

1We have focused on a single game in this study as we also included game-
specific performance measures which are difficult to compare across different
games.
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(a) group size (b) average level (c) average light level

(d) number of moderators (e) number of sherpas (f) density (g) activity score

Fig. 1: Histograms of distributions of group related characteristics according to serious ( ) and casual groups ( ).

friendships need to be confirmed by both parties before being

considered friends, we also considered friendships if only

confirmed by one party as at least one user expressed interest

in the connection.

For this paper the variables of interest for groups are:

• play style either casual or serious. Serious groups are

groups which are intended for players with a serious and

competitive play style. Casual groups are for people who

play on a more leisurely basis. Here, it is important to note

that the coding was not performed by ourselves. Rather the

distinction is made by the the100.io itself and users get

initially assigned to either a serious or casual group based

on their self-reported play style.

• group size (Ng), i.e., the number of members of a group

• number of moderators

• number of sherpas

• density, as a measure of interconnectedness of the group

members, calculated as the number of actual friendships

divided by the number of potential connections, that is,

Ng · (Ng − 1)/2
• global clustering coefficient (C) as defined by New-

man [43] as a measure of the overall clustering of a group

(given by 3 × the number of triangles in a network divided

by the number of connected triplets of nodes)

• average degree centrality (dc) of sherpas: Besides the

number of sherpas the connectivity of sherpas in the group

might play a role for activity as well. As such we calculated

the degree centrality (i.e,. number of friendships / (Ng−1))

for each sherpa and averaged it over all sherpas of the group.

• average degree centrality (dc) of moderators: As above,

but for moderators.

• activity score, the100.io assigns a score to each group as an

indicator of how active the group is. It equates to the number

of confirmed sessions of a group (each time a member of

the group joins a gaming session) over the past week.2

• active games, that is, the number of recent and upcoming

games as listed on a group’s profile page as a snapshot of

activity. Hence, it reflects the current activity level at the

time of sampling while the activity score indicates confirmed

activity over a week.

In addition to these group-level variables, we derived infor-

mation about the groups based on the individual members

to derive measures of the group members’ experience, in

particular:

• average level (level): the maximum level of a character of

a player3, averaged over all group members

• average light level (light level): the light level is a rating of

a character’s equipped gear, for example, weapons. A higher

light level corresponds to better equipment and results in

better offensive and defensive abilities.

Please note that both character level and light level are user-

reported variables. However, as the100.io assigns players

based on their provided data we assume that players mostly

report their actual data as otherwise, they may end up in groups

not fitting their play style or experience.

V. RESULTS

A. Basic Data Description

Figure 1 shows histograms of the distribution of the basic

group-related properties. First of all, group size (Figure 1a)

varies mostly between 0 and 100 members with peaks both

near 0 and near 100. The sudden drop after that can be

explained by the fact that the the100.io forms groups of 100

2https://www.reddit.com/r/the100website/comments/3d28u4/what does
my groups activity score mean/ Accessed: February 2018

3In Destiny a player can create multiple characters. We used the maximum
level as a reasonable indicator of a player’s in-game experience.
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TABLE I: Spearman rank correlations between different group-related characteristics. Correlations with |ρ| > .5 are written in

bold face.

activity
score

active
games

group
size

no. of
modera-

tors

no. of
sherpas

density C dc of
modera-

tors

dc of
sherpas

level light level

activity score 1
active games .958∗ 1
group size .687∗ .676∗ 1
no. of moderators .748∗ .746∗ .606∗ 1
no. of sherpas .695∗ .698∗ .751∗ .676∗ 1
density .610∗ .613∗ .591∗ .683∗ .682∗ 1
C .405∗ .424∗ .309∗ .465∗ .425∗ .589∗ 1

dc of moderators .721∗ .723∗ .570∗ .927∗ .648∗ .715∗ .522∗ 1

dc of sherpas .672∗ .679∗ .578∗ .763∗ .724∗ .798∗ .573∗ .789∗ 1

level -.085 -.084 -.234∗ -.065 -.150∗ -.073 -.091 -.080 -.059 1

light level .587∗ .580∗ .462∗ .556∗ .533∗ .440∗ .344∗ .531∗ .491∗ .174∗ 1

dc = degree centrality, C = clustering coefficient, averaged values denoted by overlines, ∗p < .00091 (Bonferroni adjusted) -1 0 1

TABLE II: Multiple linear regression of group characteristics

on group activity.

Predictor Estimate Std. Error β t-value

no. of moderators∗ 11.10 1.47 0.31 7.57
group size∗ 0.16 0.04 0.12 3.68
no. of sherpas 0.57 0.38 0.06 1.50

dc of sherpas -164008.24 100514.08 -0.07 -1.63

dc of moderators∗ 534756.40 51001.41 0.50 10.49
density 33.51 34.37 0.03 0.98

∗p < .001, adjusted R2 = 0.7267

players. However, due to people getting invited to groups,

groups may also get larger. Players in our dataset are all in

all very advanced concerning their character level (Figure 1b)

with most players having a level of or near 40 (the maximum

possible character level). Light level (Figure 1c) although a

little bit more dispersed is also quite high with most players

having a light level between 300 and the maximum of 400. In

terms of the number of moderators (Figure 1d) the majority

of groups have none, similarly, most groups also do not have

any sherpas (Figure 1e). Overall, however, groups have more

sherpas than moderators. Most groups are also not at all or

only loosely connected as reflected by the very low density

values for most groups (Figure 1f). Lastly, it is also noticeable

that a large portion of the groups only has very low activity

scores. While groups with activity scores of up to 200 are still

quite common, groups with activity scores larger than that are

rare.

B. Correlations

Table I shows the results of a Spearman rank correlation

(chosen because of non-normally distributed variables, see,

e.g., [44]), relating the variables outlined in Section IV except

play style (due to being a dichotomous variable). Please

note that some individual correlations are based on a slightly

smaller number of groups (573) as some groups were excluded

because of missing data for the respective correlations and

that the global clustering coefficient has only been calculated

for groups with at least one triad (a group of three connected

users), that is, 270 groups as otherwise the coefficient would be

undefined. To account for multiple comparisons, a Bonferroni

corrected (cf. [44]) α-level of .00091 was used to determine

statistical significance. In the following discussion, we will

restrict ourselves mainly to correlations with |ρ| > .5 in

relation to the activity related measures.

First, we should note that the number of moderators and

sherpas is highly correlated with group size. Since density

is measured relative to the network size, it is also worth

noting that density also increases with group size, i.e., players

in larger groups establish relatively more friendships. The

average level of the players in a group, however, did not result

in any noteworthy correlations which, very likely, is a direct

consequence of the level cumulating at the maximum level

of 40. However, the light level did show an influence but also

has been more widely distributed. Both, activity score and the

number of active games show similar correlations with the

other metrics and as such we will not distinguish between them

in the remainder of this section. Concerning group composition

and connectedness, group size, number of moderators and

sherpas, average connectedness of moderator and sherpas,

density and to a smaller extent the clustering coefficient all are

positively correlated with activity. As such we also conducted

a multiple linear regression to better understand the influence

of the individual factors and to develop a model for predicting

group activity from the number of moderators, the number of

group members, the number of sherpas, the connectivity of

sherpas and moderators, as well as density. Basic regression

coefficients are shown in Table II. Three of the six predictor

variables have a significant (p < .001) zero-order correlation

with group activity, namely group size, number of moderators,

and the average degree centrality of moderators. The three

predictor model was able to account for 72.67% of the variance

in group activity, F (4, 574) = 254.5, p < .001, with an

adjusted R-squared of 0.7267.

C. Weekly Activity

As pointed out above we collected data on 1,493,599

games. These games were scheduled from January 1, 2011 to

December 31, 2017 (games can be scheduled in advance) with

the large majority of them taking place during 2015 (883,695)
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Fig. 2: Activity on weekdays and time of day. Left: Number of scheduled games ( ) and number of players ( ) signing up

for these games. Right: Average number of scheduled games across casual ( ) and serious groups ( ).

and 2016 (587,247). Figure 2 (left) shows the number of games

scheduled and the number of players signing up for these

games on weekdays and time of day. Surprisingly, and contrary

to what we would have expected, Saturday and Sunday have

the lowest number of games while activity peaks on Tuesdays.

Activity across the other four days is roughly constant with

activity considerably increasing toward the evening of each

day. These patterns are also evident if we split the scheduled

games by serious and casual groups (see Figure 2, right),

i.e., the weekly behavior is consistent for casual and serious

groups. The low activity on weekends may indicate that

players have less use for the the100.io during weekends,

possibly because their regular playing groups have no trouble

to coordinate on weekends. However, this is currently only

speculative and further research would be necessary to verify

this assumption.

D. Archetypal Analysis

While commonly employed to detect patterns in behav-

ioral analyses in games, interpretations of clusters from the

perspective of applicability of the developed profiles can be

difficult [20], [37], [45]. This is notably the case for the per-

haps most widely adopted unsupervised clustering algorithm,

k-means, which is theoretically suited for behavioral analytics.

However, as it is focused on retrieving compact cluster regions,

results can be hard to interpret in practice, as discussed by

Bauckhage et al. [21], [46].

The soft clustering based analysis in this work is performed

by utilizing archetypal analysis (AA). AA was introduced by

Cutler and Breiman [19], and more recently extended to be

applicable to large-scale datasets [21], [46], [47]. Formally, as

a constrained two matrix factorization technique, AA allows

us to arrive at compact and interpretable data representations

via extreme representative points that are called archetypes and

the stochastic coefficients that indicate belongingness ratios to

the corresponding archetypes. Formally, considering a column

data matrix X ∈ R
m×n defined X = [x̃1, x̃2, . . . , x̃n],

archetypal analysis deals with finding X ≈ ZA where the

two column matrices Z ∈ R
m×k and A ∈ R

k×n represent

the archetypal matrix and the column stochastic coefficient

matrix. Each column of Z is an archetype living in the data

convex hull, whereas, each column of A lives in a (k − 1)
simplex and is used to represent each data point as a convex

mixture of the columns of Z. It is important to note that

since every data point xi in X has a corresponding vector

~ai with lower dimensionality (i.e., k ≪ m), AA also allows

for dimensionality reduction.

The parameter selection is done by applying an alternating

least squares procedure where each iteration requires the

solution of several constrained quadratic optimization prob-

lems. AA has become attractive to behavioral analytics in

games because it permits detection of special player behaviors,

such as elite players, people adopting cheats, or players who

struggle to progress in the game, as it is focused on finding

extremes in the dataset [20], [46], [48]. Specifically, what AA

does is that it automatically detects a combination of features

that leads, when being locked in pairs, to a similar but more

complex segmentation as k-means without requiring any user

intervention (e.g., in determining the value of k). Where k-

means produces cluster centroids, AA is different in that it

is not looking for commonalities between players, but rather

archetypal (extreme) profiles that do not reside in dense cluster

regions but at the edges of the multidimensional space. In

game analytics, archetypal data representations were previ-

ously used for profiling player behavior [20], [45], [49], ana-

lyzing population interest [50], building game recommender

systems [48], and analyzing behavioral structures in social

multiplayer online games [4]. For more detailed applications

of AA for behavioral profiling we refer to [20], [21], [45].

In our case, we used AA to find prototypical groups of

the the100.io. To facilitate interpretability of the resulting

clusters we kept the number of included features low while

ensuring to include group characteristics (group size, density,

number of moderators and sherpas), activity related measures

(activity score), as well as factors reflecting the experience of

groups (average level and average light level). Before running

the AA, we excluded groups that contained invalid group

features – such as invalid average level and average light level.

This yielded a total number of 573 groups remaining for the

archetypal analysis.
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Fig. 3: Profiles of the four clusters (top: AA, bottom: k-means,

= activity score, = group size, = no. of moderators,

= no. of sherpas, = density, = avg. light level,

= avg. level).

We then run the AA for two to ten clusters (k = 2 − 10)

and after inspection of the percentage of variance using the

elbow method (following [20], [21], [51]) and the clusters for

interpretability (following [20], [37]) we ended up with a four

cluster solution of which the profiles are shown in Figure 3.

While the scree plot (Figure 4) showed no major elbow, higher

number of clusters such as five or six clusters mainly resulted

in A2 being split into smaller fragments. Please note that due

to AA being a soft clustering approach a group belongs to the

different archetypes (A1-A4) with varying degrees [21]. A4
are highly active, large, and densely connected groups with

a fairly large number of moderators and sherpas while at the

other end of the spectrum groups in A1 can be characterized

by being small and inactive (and members may thus be in

danger of leaving again). Between these two extremes, A2
covers groups which are already larger than the ones in A1
but have lower experience scores (level and light level) while

groups associated with A3 are fairly large, have an increasing

number of sherpas and also show an increase in the number

of friendships.

To illustrate the structural characteristics of these groups,

Figure 5 shows prototypical groups for each of the four

archetypes (belongingness coefficient of each group > .98).

Each sector of the chord diagram represents one group member

with the sector being colored according to the member’s role

in the group. Edges connecting members indicate friendships.

The inner circle is color-coded to reflect the activity score of

the group. As can be seen from Figure 5a, the prototypical

group belonging to A1 has just four members of which none

is friends with each other. Probably as a result of the very

small group size the group is also not very active. These

are probably groups which have been newly formed on the

the100.io and thus are still waiting for more members. The

group serving as an example for A2 (cf. Figure 5b) has already

Fig. 4: Scree plot for AA (red) and k-means (blue, dashed)

clustering for 2 to 10 clusters.

more members including one serving as sherpa but members

have not established connections so far with one exception.

This starts to change with A3 (Figure 5c). In the chosen

representative group, members already have more connections,

the group size itself has approximately doubled compared to

the prototypical group of A2, and some members have already

taken the role of moderators and sherpas. The last group

(Figure 5d) belonging to A4 again roughly doubled in group

size with members being much more connected. The group

in question also has a considerable number of moderators and

sherpas, and some members even take the role of both.

As noted above, AA provides the option for both soft and

hard clustering. Each has distinct advantages and disadvan-

tages. In the current analysis, soft clustering was used, i.e.

a group does not belong exclusively to one of these four

archetypes but can be expressed as a combination of them,

which provides the ability to evaluate cluster affiliations in a

more nuanced fashion than hard clustering [50]. Hard cluster-

ing does not provide affiliation information across clusters, but

has the advantage of providing clearer output. Table ?? shows

the result of a hard clustering of the groups based on the

highest membership value together with descriptive statistics

for each cluster. In order to accentuate the AA-developed pro-

files, k-means clustering was also applied to the group dataset.

K-means is a centroid-seeking cluster model – covered in

detail in [51] – and thus works differently than the convex-

hull seeking AA [20], [19], [36]. As for AA, k-means was

run for k=2 to k=10 clusters. Similar as for AA, elbow plot

indicates a k=4 solution (see Figure 4) with a, however, much

more distinct elbow. Despite the two models having different

search parameters, the resulting profiles are quite similar to

the AA profiles and of similar size (n=240,31,217,85, similar

ordering as in Table ??, see also Figure 3) adding support to

these. As the k-means results support the AA results, we are

not covering them in greater detail here.

VI. DISCUSSION

First, it is noticeable that the the100.io attracts high level

players with high light levels, across casual and serious groups.

Even players considering themselves as casual can thus be

viewed as engaged and dedicated players. Most of the groups,

however, are not very active and are not very connected as

reflected by the overall low density values. However, the

results of this study indicate that activity increases with group

size. While this may not seem very surprising it may warrant

further discussion in light of the work of anthropologists such

as Dunbar [52] who stipulated that there is an upper limit of
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A1

a)

A2

b)

A3

c)

A4

d)

Fig. 5: Prototypical groups for each of the four archetypes. All groups have a belongingness coefficient greater than 0.98 with

respect to the archetype in question. Each sector represents one group member colored with respect to the role in the group

( = moderator, = sherpa, = sherpa & moderator). Friends are connected by lines. The background color of the inner

circle reflects the group’s activity score (0 352).

A1 A2 A3 A4

min max mean std min max mean std min max mean std min max mean std

activity score 0 141 3.4 16.9 0 4 0.19 0.74 0 214 11.4 25.4 11 418 130.5 72.1
group size 3 85 29.8 17.6 4 83 35.9 22.2 46 155 74.9 16.4 75 203 106.7 25.5
no. of moderators 0 4 0.22 0.74 0 0 0 0 0 4 0.42 0.84 1 9 3.8 1.2
no. of sherpas 0 15 1.26 2.30 0 3 0.25 0.67 0 21 3.64 3.44 0 34 15.2 6.3
density 0 0.67 0.01 0.046 0 0.007 0.0004 0.001 0 0.102 0.006 0.015 0.011 0.135 0.055 0.031

light level 168.3 396.5 331 38.1 100 261.1 110.8 34.4 261.2 387.5 329.3 22.9 350.71 389.53 375.5 9.8

level 25 40 39.2 1.9 1 40 23.7 12.3 34.8 40 39.4 0.8 38.1 40 39.6 0.4

count 258 32 223 60

stable relationships a human can maintain. For example, work

on Twitter [53] found evidence of such an upper limit, finding

that users can entertain up to 100–200 stable relationships.

In the context of games this number has to be found to be

much smaller. Ducheneaut et al. [15] found that most guilds

in World of Warcraft have 35 or fewer members. Chen et

al. [16] found the average guild size to be between 50 and

60 members and noted that the greatest instability seems to

occur at a group size of around 60 with an average level of 60.

Our results do not indicate such a size limit. This is probably

due to guilds requiring more communication and organization

than groups on player matching services which are intended to

easily allow players to find playmates. Building larger groups

seems thus to be more desirable in this context as it offers

players more potential playmates. However, we should note

that the maximum group size was 203 in our dataset. Williams

et al. [54], also looking into World of Warcraft guilds noted

that smaller groups tend to be more focused on social bonds

whereas in our case density increases with group size as well.

Again, this might be a consequence of the different purposes of

guilds and the the100.io. With increasing group size usually

more effort has to be spent to maintain cohesion among the

group members. Our results show that as groups get larger,

they are getting more organized with larger groups having a

larger number of sherpas and moderators or even people who

are taking on both roles. Indeed, the number of moderators

together with the connectedness of the moderators seems to

be the largest predictor of group activity. Moderators seem to

act as a sort of facilitator of play within the groups. In this

sense, it might thus be worthwhile to ensure that moderators

are also present in smaller groups. At that point it might also

be worthwhile to reemphasize that while the connectedness of

moderators predicts activity we did not find evidence that the

same also holds true for the overall interconnectedness of the

group (i.e. density).

The results of the archetypal analysis give us an impression

of the overall distribution of the groups. In some way, the

identified archetypes can be viewed as reflecting the evolution

of groups on the the100.io with groups starting small and

then developing into larger, better connected and organized

groups. Viewed from an activity perspective, at the top end of

the activity spectrum we have groups characterized by having

many quite well connected members, many moderators and

sherpas (A4). This reflects the results from the correlation

and regression analysis that moderators seem to serve as

a facilitator of activity. However, assigning groups to the

archetype based on their highest membership values shows us

that only about 10.5% of the groups in our dataset fall within

this high-activity cluster. At the lower end we have groups with

a small number of members with none or only a small numbers

of moderators and sherpas (e.g., groups mainly belonging to

A1 or A2). These are most likely groups recently created

on the the100.io. In terms of activity, a large number of

groups falls within these two extrema but still have rather low

activity with an average activity score of 11.4 if assigned to

their dominant archetype (cf. Table ??, A3). Providing means

for such groups to reach the characteristics of A4 may help

foster activity. For example, a LFG platform could provide

recommendations to a group’s founder for promoting group

members (preferably highly active and well connected ones)
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to moderators. A k-means cluster analysis led to four clusters

with similar characteristics adding support for the AA solution.

In terms of activity over time we witnessed lower activity

on weekends than on weekdays with activity peaking on

Tuesday evenings, irrespective of casual or serious groups.

This peak seems to coincide with the weekly reset time where

many activities and rewards are reset by Bungie, which as

of the time of data collection took place at 2:00 AM Pacific

time (see [55]). In general, afternoons and evenings are the

preferred gaming times for all days of the week. As such

it seems advisable to encourage events on weekday evenings

where they are likely getting more attention.

In terms of the limitations of the current study we should

note that we focused on one specific game – Destiny – in this

study. However, metrics which have been specific to Destiny –

level and light level – did not lead to any relevant conclusions.

Since the other metrics used are mainly independent of the

actual game, we believe that our results may also appear when

looking at groups playing other, similar, games. However,

we need further investigation to confirm this assumption.

Furthermore, while we were able to obtain data on scheduled

games we could not verify if these games really took place

or how many players have participated in these games in the

end. As we did not have access to these data, we could also

not assess how long the games lasted or if they fell apart

immediately after starting. To take this factors into account,

one would need to be able to relate the games scheduled on

the the100.io with the actual instances in Destiny. Despite

this, we believe our paper contributes to the study of general

MMO matchmaking and player behavior through the lens of

Destiny and the the100.io.

Having said that, there are also several interesting avenues

for further research. Among others, as we only looked at

a snapshot of time it might be worthwhile to investigate

how groups develop over time. Moreover, given that Destiny

exposes in-game data through a publicly available API it might

be interesting to observe how group structure correlates with

in-game behavior of the groups or vice versa. Both directions

could lead to further interesting insights on how groups need

to be organized to stay healthy and active.

Lastly, while the work presented here is focused on the

matchmaking service the100.io, it constitutes part of more

considerable interdisciplinary challenges around how to handle

group formation, group maintenance, and service, as well as

overall community management in online environments [22],

[29], [30], [31]. These are challenges that cut across domains

such as information systems, human-computer interaction,

social science, media, psychology, and application design. This

provides a strong motivation to investigate social connections

in and around games further.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Online multiplayer and massively multiplayer games such

as Destiny depend on players being able to find other people

to play with [1], [4], [8], [12], [22], [27], [56]. Being able

to analyze, categorize, and understand social structures in

player communities, therefore, provides not only insights into

online behavior but can also be leveraged by game compa-

nies to enhance matchmaking, player grouping, tune in-game

activities, and events to the behavioral patterns of groups,

as well as improve engagement via promoting group types

that facilitate the requirements of the players. Being able to

analyze online player communities at both the group level and

the individual level can thus directly contribute to a more

sophisticated user experience in multi-player games. As an

example, identifying players that are not socially active and

thus in danger of leaving, or groups who are not active or of

sufficient size to foster activity, can be of great value in order

to counteract negative development, for example, by providing

the kind of help needed, incentives, or even adapting game

content. In essence, understanding how to establish a thriving

community which is well-aligned with the particular needs of

a particular game can be a valuable asset for ensuring long-

time engagement and retention.

The results presented in this paper contribute to the under-

standing of online player communities [4], [11], [22], [27],

[32], [56]. A large-scale analysis of an online social player

community has been presented, covering tens of thousands

of players and integrating data about their social connections

as well as self-report data about playing preferences. While

social networks in games have seen some research in the

past, such work has almost exclusively relied on implicit in-

game ”friends” connections (Jia et al. [11] being a notable

exception), rather than communities established explicitly by

players and formed around one or more games, where repeated

shared activities permit evaluation of the strength of connec-

tions between players and groups.

Analyses have been presented that investigate correlations

between group characteristics and activity level, showing that

the size of the group, as well as the number of moderators and

how well connected they are with the other group members

correlate with activity. The influence of sherpas on activity

has not been as high as we would have expected. Categories

of groups have been generated using archetypal analysis,

indicating four distinct types of player groups each with their

own characteristics. Group activity was also presented as a

function of weekdays to investigate when the100.io players

schedule games, across groups comprised of self-reported

casual or serious players. Finally, we here take an applied

angle, describing and defining a series of metrics, for example,

group characteristics, and models, such as archetypal analysis,

which can be employed by game developers and community

managers to gain insights into their communities whether

formed through or around a game.
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